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Professor Helen Whall makes keynote address during frosh
orientation: learn to learn
By ALISON SALERNO
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Professor Helen Whall of
the English department
addressed the highs and lows
of college life and the
importance of time in her
keynote speech Sunday to
the class of 1995.
Whall told the students to
"attend to the tasks of the
moment," because the future
can only be shaped by
actions today.
A member of the Holy
Cross community since 1976,
Whall warned the first-year
students not to "swallow the
wrong attitudes or college
cliches." Speaking for the
administration, she asked the
students to "forgive this
desire to edit your lives."
After years of
observation, Whall said she
wanted the students to
understand the importance
Will Keim invites
first-year students
to the time of
their life
By DEIRDRE M.MAHER
SPECIAL TO NEWS 
"Things are changing,
friends," Dr. Will Keim told
a crowded Hogan Ballroom
Sunday night, and according
to the nationally acclaimed
speaker, the Class of '95 is
right in the thick of it all.
A speaker who has spent
years concentrating on the
importance of this generation
and has continually stressed
the worth of youth today,
Keim dynamically spoke and
even entertained the
audience. With a great sense
of humor and a terrific
collection of experiences, the
good doctor caught the ear
of the audience in a
"Welcome to the Time of
You Life."
Laziness, closed-
mindedness, and ignorance
can and have taken a hold of
young people today. This
generation is the first, cited
Keim, whose degree will not
equal a job. In fact, he said,
it is projected that most of
today's young people will not
do as well as their parents.
"Go to a library on a
Friday night," continued
Keim, "and count the
Caucasians ... you'll be
surprised at how many of
your minority friends you'll
meet there." Such might
explain the rise in minority
employment and Keim used
this example to stress the
importance of studying and
how vital it is to all futures.
"Oh, you didn't read that
class assignment? Well,
don't worry, because that
doctor who's doing your
surgery tomorrow didn't read
his medical books. 'Ah!
What's that thing? Better put
it back in.'"
(Continued on Page 2)
of an "extraordinary
commitment of time to
learning."
Whall views each student
as possessing a life filled with
the potential to learn and
cautioned the audience not
to cheat themselves of an
education. Referring to the
movie "The Wizard of Oz,"
she asked students to
remember the presentation
of a diploma to the
Scarecrow and not an actual
brain.
"Don't settle for the
Wizard of Oz degree", she
cautioned. Instead, "cram it
with knowledge- evaluate,
analyze, interpret."
"Learning to learn," Whall
explained, is done only by
"activating your critical
intelligence." She told
students not to avoid strange
or difficult subjects.
"Think about weakness,"
Whall suggested, "and
strengthen those intellectual
muscles." Students
should not restrict studies to
the classroom, she said.
"Imitate, practice, and
rehearse in papers and tests."
As for the difficult task of
choosing a major, Whall told
the audience to let pleasure
be one of the influencing
factors. "Find a subject that
you love," she said, "and hear
your professors' love."
(Continued on Page 3)
These Lehy RAs could not resist a little fun while welcoming the class of 1995.
Stokes deems African-American
pre-orientation an essential program
By LIWAYWAY REILLY
NEWS EDITOR
Twenty-six incoming
African-American students
got their first taste of Holy
Cross on August 28-30 at the
annual African-American
Student Pre-orientation
Program. Events at the
orientation included
introductions to
administrators such as
College President John
Brooks as well as math and
English class evaluations.
The orientation has been
successful in making the
incoming African-American
students more comfortable
Within a predominantly white
student body, said Black
Student Adviser Thomas
Stokes.
"The purpose is to get the
students to feel more
comfortable socially," so that
they will do better
academically, Stokes said.
There are 28 black
students in,the Class of 1995.
Students of color represent
about 10-11 percent of the
class, down from 13 percent
last year, he said. This is
probably due to a larger
class size this year, he said.
Stokes, who currently
serves as assistant dean and
director of multi-cultural
affairs, is temporarily
replacing Professor Ogretta
McNeil as the black student
adviser this year. He said
McNeil started the program
five years ago and since
then, the retention rate for
black students went from 75-
80 percent to 92 percent,
about the same as the rate
for the whole student body.
The special orientation
began with a gathering of
students, their families, and
Holy Cross' Black Student
Advising Committee, and
then a meeting with
representatives of the
Financial Aid Office. The
students then met with
Barbara Dean and Gary
Carskaddan to discuss
campus life.
On the Thursday of the
orientation, the students took
a mathematics evaluation to
determine which math course
to take.
(Continued on Page 3)
BUSH
GEORGEIN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand this twenty-
second day of August, in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and
ninety-one, and of the Independence
of the United States of America the
two hundred and sixteenth.
Help may be
a phone call
away at the
CRISIS
Anonymous &CôiflC
24 hours a day
Important
Phone Numbers:
7Security  93-2224
Health Services 793-2276
Chaplains' Office 793-2448
Counseling Center 793-3363
Dean of Students 793-2411
Housing Office 793-2669
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National Campus Crime and Security Awareness Week
Editor's Note: The following
proclamation from President George
Bush was published on August 23,
1991. The message should remind
the entire Holy Cross community of
the importance of security and
dedication to the awareness of
safety of students both on and off
the college campus.
If our Nation's schools are to be
marked by excellence, they must offer
students and teachers an environment
that is conducive to learning.
Accordingly, AMERICA 2000, our
strategy to reinvigorate the Nation's
educational system, calls for every
school in the country to be safe,
disciplined, and free of drugs and
violence.
Surveys indicate that as much as 80
percent of all crimes committed at
our Nation's institutions of higher
learning are perpetrated by students,
against students. The vast majority of
these crimes are related to alcohol or
drugs. Regardless of its source or
nature, however, campus crime not
only inflicts costly material losses but
also causes untold personal suffering.
Moreover, campus crime disrupts the
vital functions of colleges and
universities, thereby depriving
students of an optimal educational
experience.
(Continued from Page 1)
Along with studying, Kcim
indicated that more is needed for
each member of the audience to
reach his/her potential. Exercise for
the body ranked right up there as
Keim used his own "muscular
physique" to show how important
exercise is - not only for good
health, but to make sure his
daughter brings home a respectable
young man. "I just can't wait for
some guy to wait outside honking
his horn," he warned.
Keim's formula for encouraging
open-mindedness and the casting
away of social and ethnic labels was
simply, "Make friends."
Certainly easing the minds of a
few virgins in the audience, he made
a wonderfully sound case for
abstinence. "Which," he said, "is easy
Stopping theft, vandalism, sexual
assault and other crimes on campus
will require the sustained cooperation
of students, administrators, and staff,
as well as campus security personnel
and law enforcement officials. Every
academic community in America
must increase its awareness of
campus crime and ways to prevent it.
Last year, the Congress passed the
"Student Right-to-Know and Campus
Security Act", which requires colleges
and universities to inform students
and employees about campus crime
statistics and campus security policies.
By working together to achieve the
goals set forth in this legislation, we
will not only promote the safety of
those who study and work at our
Nation's institutions of higher
learning but also provide our students
with a valuable lesson in civic
responsibility.
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
GEORGE BUSH, President of the
United States of America, by virtue of
the authority vested in me by the
Constitution and laws of the United
States, do hereby proclaim the week
beginning September 1, 1991, as
National Campus Crime and Security
Awareness Week. I encourage all
Americans to observe this week with
appropriate programs and activities.
for you because your religion says
you can't have sex before marriage."
Drawing from some of his own
experiences, Keim encouraged a
drug-free life for the listeners. His
sobering statements on responsible
drinking hit the audience hard.
Commenting on Jimmy Buffet's song
"Let's Get Drunk and Screw" and its
popularity, he said, "You'd only do
that if you didn't have anything to
talk about."
Though one cannot "Do all things
and be all things to all people,"
Keim said, one can be the best
person possible with respect for
others. Locker room discussions
may not change tomorrow and the
library may not be full of white,
middle-class men this Friday night,
but all things take time to change.
According to Dr. Will Keim, each
member of the Class of '95 has that
time to make those changes.
September 3, 1991
Pre-orientation. .
(Continued from Page 1)
The students were asked to read
"The Color Purple" over the
summer for a discussion and a
paper they began in their English
class Thursday.
They also took a tour of Dinand
Library and each did a bibliographic
search there. After dinner with the
Chaplain's office, talks were held
with the Counseling Center and
Career Planning Office and the
Junior Year Abroad office.
On Friday, the students had their
papers and math tests evaluated.
After lunch with Joseph Maguire,
dean of the class of 1995, the
students attended writing and word
processing workshops and ended the
day with a tour of Worcester.
When, the program is over, the
black students are also expected to
participate in the regular New
Student Orientation, Stokes said.
LL
The trugabet
The special orientation has been
criticized by some for being too
exclusive or simply unnecessary.
Stokes said the improved retention
rate demonstrates the need for the
program and shows that it works.
He said the criticism that it
encourages separatism is "not really
valid."
"If the students felt isolated, they
would leave," said Stokes. He said
the orientation gives the black
students a network of support that
actually encourages more "mixing"
with the entire student body.
Because of the dramatic results
of the pre-orientation, it is strongly
supported by the administration,
said Stokes.
"Your experience is very
different if your black," he said. He
compared the experience of an
African-American student entering
Holy Cross to that of a white
student going to a predominantly
black school like Morehouse or
Howard.
L UN TEER
The Worcester Public Schools Volunteer
Program is presently recruiting volunteers
to fill a variety of volunteer positions.
Volunteers need to be available during the
day and have their own transportation.
Volunteers serve as library helpers,
kindergarten readers and classroom
assistants, to name a few.
For more information and a complete
listing, please contact Paula Harrity at
799-3030.
LSAT * GRE
GMAT • MCAT
Small Classes. 1
Big Scores. I
Guaranteed.
Courses starting
Immediately on your
campus:
617/277-5280
The Princeton
Review
Whall's
Keynote
Speech
(Continued from Page 1)
Whall assured the new members
of the Holy Cross community that
although there would be "many
wretched moments" to come, by
committing time and energy to an
education the students "need never
be bored again."
PACE 3
rem the
co- chairs ...
(Editor's note: the following is an open letter
from the co-chairs of the Student
Government Association, Matthew Cushing
and Michael Sullivan.)
Hello once again Class of '95!
As you have listened to
administrators, faculty, and students
in the past four days, you have been
repeatedly reminded of the
orientation theme diversity, and
have been asked to seek new areas
of interest and learn more about
yourselves.
We in the Student Government
Association ask you to continue
doing these things. But, moreover,
we challenge you to make a
difference at Holy Cross to work for
one another while a the same time
following your own interests.
From what we have experienced
over the last three years on the Hill,
we have noted that many take a
reserved approach to becoming
actively involved in the many issues
and events which surround Holy
Cross. First-year student interest in
the diverse student activity groups
on campus is an integral part in the
shaping of both the current status
and definitely the future of these
groups.
Not taking an interest until later
in the year or even a year or two
down the road can result in lost
opportunities, prolonged
development of a particular talent,
even wasted time.
Yet, what we are really trying to
say is: GET INVOLVED. Enjoy
your college experience, have fun,
study, remember that you are taking
classes, visit the library, visit us, and
do not forget to keep in touch with
what got you here: hard work,
dedication, academic exuberance,
and Mom and Dad.
People have often repeated the
cliche "college is the best four years
of your life." This can only happen
if you do get involved. Get to know
your classmates, other classes, your
professors, administrators, and most
importantly, yourselves.
The beauty of a liberal arts
education is that you can test the
waters of many different oceans.
What we invite you now to do is to
take advantage of nights like the
Extracurricular Extravaganza and
find out what suits you. Test the
waters of Holy Cross student
activities and find something that
appeals to you.
Be an integral part of campus
life and make a difference. To be
most effective and successful as a
class and individually, set goals,
create new ideas, and make you
voice heard. Join us in the SGA
and help make these ideals become
a reality.
Til next week,
Cush and Sully
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Hart Lawn
7pm Crossroads Pub opens
7-9pm The Pajama Bottoms
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9-11:30pm The Equalities
Boston Reggae Band Mulledy Patio
11-2am EASY STREET '91-THE VIDEO
Video Dance Hogan Ballroom
12-2am Midnight Breakfast in Hogan II
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RAs, SAAs, and Purple Key
ease the way for
the class of 1995
By RENATA SADUNAS
NEWS EDITOR
Last week while most of us were
Still soaking up our last rays of
sunshine, and battling other back-to-
school shoppers, the Resident
Assistant staff had already inhabited
Holy Cross' dormitories, anxious to
begin a week of intensive training.
While the RAs arrived on
Monday, Aug. 26, the Head RAs
and the Dean of Students staff had
spent the previous weekend at
Camp Harrington doing team-
building exercises, getting to know
the expectations of the Complex
Directors, and learning how to
advise their House Councils.
Assistant Dean of Students
Barbara Dean explained that this
experience is important because it
enables the staff to get to know
each other on a different level.
"We really cliqued from the
beginning," said Carlin's Head RA
Kate O'Neil '92. "DOS staff said
they hadn't seen a group get along
so well in a while," she said.
On Aug. 26 the RAs began a
five day training session in order to
Vie Crugaber
prepare them for the various
situations that they will encounter in
the upcoming year. In sessions
presented by the Head RAs, DOS,
and staff members from all facets of
HC life, the RAs discussed
everything from their individual
leadership style, to male/female
relationships, to issues such as the
special needs of minority students,
and students with alcohol and eating
disorders.
There was also an extra
emphasis on the special needs of
first-year students, as many of them
look to their RA for guidance.
This year's staff of 77 RAs and 9
Head RAs were selected from 136
applicants last spring for the
purpose of creating a positive
community in the residence halls.
"Although the number of
applicants are down," said Dean,
"the quality of applicants is up."
Mary Lavin, Complex Director of
Loyola said, "I think this years group
is outstanding ... the energy, the
enthusiasm, the desire to learn
everything that has been taught to
them so that they can apply it when
the students come back."
PAGES
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An open letter to the Class of '95
Dear Member of the Class of 1995
As Dean of the Class of 1995, I
welcome you to Holy Cross. You are
embarking on an experience that will
influence and mold you in many
different ways. You will be changed
by your experience here. Others will
also be changed by your presence
here. In all of this changing and
developing you will go through many
moods and feelings. You will
examine your beliefs and values; you
will find them challenged here. You
will look more critically at the
relationships in your life. Some of
this may be easy, but many parts of
these processes will be difficult.
That's college, that's life.
Here at Holy Cross there will be
many persons who will assist you in
any appropriate way as you change
and develop. Your professors, your
friends, your resident assistant, the
chaplains, the counselors in the
Counseling Center and Career
Planning Office, your class dean are
all here to serve you. Do not hesitate
to ask for guidance, for help, for
clarification, for direction. You are
not alone here.
It is our privilege to walk with you
here, as you desire, on your terms, as
you take this exciting journey. I
foresee very few times of crisis;
rather, I foresee assistance in
countless periods of ordinary
development.
You are here to learn. You learn
from professors, books, art galleries,
museums, concerts, periodicals,
fellow students and so many more
sources. Let me suggest a few special
ways of learning.
First, you may learn a lot from
service given to persons in need. You
may undertake a relationship as a big
sister or big brother to a child from a
disadvantaged background in
Worcester. You will give much and
Dean Joseph H. Maguire, Dean of the Class of 1995
your help will be positive and
significant in the child's life. Do this
for a few years- or even for a few
months - and you will be surprised by
how much you will have learned.
Second, rather than ridicule
Worcester (a common activity of
students in colleges in any city is to
ridicule that city), see the city as a vast
laboratory open for you to explore.
You'll find art and architecture,
educational problems, social justice
issues, sociological problems and
issues alive before you, along with
economic problems and so much
more.
Living and studying in a city can
give you a very rich exposure to a
wide segment of what we call life, of
what we call human nature. Or, you
can ignore it all and miss the
opportunity. Don't!
I hope that you will come to know
faculty members, administrators, staff
-vorkers and your fellow students in
wide and enriching ways. You are,
Giving it that
Lesson number one: Heed the
voices. You have no idea what this is
all about, so listen to people who do
have a clue, and show a little bit of
faith in their experience.
I can recall when I was entering
my first year of college, a lifetime of
three years ago, my father told me
that things were going to be
"different" now, and that the friends I
had in high school were going to
gradually fade to the back burner
with this onslaught of my new college
friends, and basically the whole "You
can't go home again" soliloquy.
I covertly scoffed at him then,
filtering out all that stuff that didn't fit
my naive vision that everything and
everybody I knew in high school was
going to stay right there as I left it in
convenient stasis.
Hey, I wasn't going that far over
the rainbow, just embarking on a
sojourn into unknown iridescence
while still keeping myself firmly
anchored in the comfortable past.
Aid none of these Munchkins I was
after all, both learner and teacher.
You will learn from these people.
They will also learn from you.
The education which you will be
able to experience in these four years
is a precious one. I'd like to share
with you a statement written by
Professor Maurizio Vannic,elli of the
Holy Cross Political Science
department prior to his sudden death
last March:
We must never lose sight of the
fact that learning is not value free.
Above and beyond its religious
underpinnings, the essence of a Jesuit
education is that ideas do have
consequences. Let us not forget that the
straggle among different ideas
decisively affects our lives and our
future.
Given this, I leave it to you to take
your education seriously and to let
your education help you in making
the difference that only you can
make.
or crazy-go-nuts
going to meet at college could ever
take the place of my Corps of Trup
Buddies.
I mean, these are the guys that
were there for me throughout my
entire high school career. They were
there to laugh at me when all those
girls dumped on me. They were there
to make me an accomplice in their
crimes. Those are my real friends,
and these new people...well, they're
just trespassers. Interlopers.
I don't think it took me long to
realize the wizardry of my Dad's
vision. Wow, he was right.
Lesson number 2: There's no
place like home... until now. Because
not there's a basis for comparison.
There's a new "home", called "school."
And for a while you'll have to
categorize people as 'friends from
home" or "friends from school." And
now that your mind's. 9/e ;las been
now that your mind's eye has been
illuminated by "school", "home" will
never look exactly the same. Clearly
we are not in Kansas anymore.
interest will expand and reach out to
many areas where you have not
previously trod.
I hope that in your years here you
will come to know that you are loved
and that you are indeed worthy of
being loved. I believe that it is
important for many reasons for you to
know this. And love makes demands.
I want you to respond truthfully and
generously to these demands. I want
you to experience much love and to
give to others, in many and varied
ways, much love in return.
I am proud (not merely happy) to
welcome you here and to serve as
your Class Dean. I wish for you much
learning, many smiles, a growth in
wisdom and knowledge and
understanding. If I can help you in
any way I want to do so. We need not
agree on everything. But we can and
should and must dialogue. We must
confront each other on this journey in
which we seek to evaluate, to learn, to
examine and to probe so that we stay
young, alert, inquisitive, always
learning. All of this is an enterprise at
once individual and communal.
May your years here be happy and
productive ones, challenging and
enriching ones. Your education will
cost a lot both in terms of dollars and
in terms of personal energy and
commitment. Let us live and learn
and love together for the betterment
of this community and for the
betterment of the community that is
the world. You are here because we
believe you can succeed here. I wish
you success here.
God's blessings to you.
-Joseph H. Maguire
Dean of the Class
of 1995
"college try"
But here's the most important
lesson: it's all good. It's good to have
the deck reshuffled: it's what makes
the game exciting. And at the very
least college can be very exciting. A
chance to pick up a few acadamian
nuts while learning about how to live
with other people and how to live
with yourself in one nifty ruby-red
package.
Of course, the Yellow Brick Road
to self discovery can be littered with
potholes filled with Hydra's blood
and speed bumps made of
Kryptonite. But true genius lies in
conquering adversity, and hopefully
along the way comes the knowledge
and the will to eject your tote o'
emotions and to cease cowardly lying
to yourself that sameness equals
happiness. And then, one fine
morning-Welcome to Emerald City.
Welcome to yourself.
In the so-called "Real World",
there's gaggles of social flotsam and
jetsam, people who believe that
"college" is number one in the Index
of Forbidden Words. But we call rise
above that.
If we're willing, the "College
Experience" can open our brains to
the harmonies as well as the shames
of the "Real World", jumpstart our
hearts to feel compassion where
compassion is due, and then instill in
us the courage to make some sort of
difference. And then when the dream
is over, there comes the greatest
discovery: college didn't give anything
to us that we didn't already have. The
compassion and courage were always
there, inside. Now, we know what to
do with it.
Last spring I preached some
wizardly wisdom of my own: I
interned at a local high school and I
remember telling my class of college-
bound seniors, "I see in your faces a
lot of excitement and anxiety and
sadness and fear, but I have to tell
you...it'll work out OK.. It'll be fine."
It's going to work out fine.
Mark Dursin is an Op-Ed Editor of
The Crusader.
September 3, 1991 The Crusaber
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features
There's more to life than Kimball dining...
By SCOOP MELINSON
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
So you find yourself in Worcester
with nothing to eat but chicken
fingers and Jo-Jo potatoes... sad,
pathetic, dismal, and slightly gross.
But alas! Behold the fine eateries
of this sparkling gem of a city and
sate even the most finicky palate.
Grab a cab or jump a bus, just get
yourself down to these eateries and
eat like you've never eaten
before...in Worcester!
THE CONEY ISLAND
LUNCHEONETTE
158 Southbridge Street, Woohaven
(i.e., Worcester)
Don't let the name fool ya', folks...
the best spot for grub in the
Worcester area is good for breakfast
and dinner as well. And if you're in
a hurry, ask that your dogs be
"walkin'," and George and his
friendly staff will gladly "give 'em
legs!" The chili dogs don't repeat
themselves, so listen the first time.
THE RIGHT PRICE, TOO!!
FAT DICKIE'S BBQ
500 Park Ave., Woo (i.e.,
Worcester)
Panned by the best, but loved by all
the rest...Fat Dickie's is a good spot
for ribs that will stick to your own.
Decorated in pink, frilly lace and
pigs in all shapes and sizes, you
really can't go wrong. The skinless
chicken is boring but they give you
enough to choke a horse. The jerk
chicken is safe, but the enchiladas at
Dickie's might make you sickie.
Even a pauper could spare a rib at
these prices.. just great.
* *
DING HO
38 Southbridge Street, Worm Town
(i.e., Worcester)
Home of the Scorpion Bowl and
Susie, the smiling, singing waitress.
The Moo Goo Gai Pan has never
been challenged and Mooshie
Shrimp doesn't get any better. You
may think you are disoriented and
actually in China...the decor is that
authentic. Good for a cheap date.
* * *
PING'S GARDEN
60 Madison, String Bean Town (i.e.,
Worcester, the second largest city in
New England)
The same fare as Ding's, but served
by the glow of a tropical fish tank
with those gold fish with the big
bubbles under their eyes...most
enjoyable. You can't go wrong with
the Poo-Poo for Two. Those
smoldering embers in the center set
the mood of the evening in a lovely
way. The prices will make you sing
like a canary...cheap,cheap.
* * *
(----
ACT walks the plank with "Pirates"
By ROB DUNCAN
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
On Monday, September 9th at
7:00 pm, Alternate College Theater
will begin auditions in Hogan 514 for
The Pirates of Penzance.
Alternate College Theater
(A.C.T.) was formed as a student
activity over 15 years ago by Professor
Ken Happe and a group of students
Who desired a more relaxed, non-
academic alternative to theater on the
Holy Cross campus. Unlike the
theater department, A.C.T. uses a
group of students to choose the shows
and supervise every aspect of
production.
Since the spring semester of 1975,
the organization has come a long way
to become the only group on campus
Which allows opportunities to perform
in musical theater.
A.C.T. typically puts on one show
each semester with a musical in the
fall and a straight play in the spring.
Recent productions include South
Pacific (Fall '88), The Dining Room
(Spring '89), The Mikado (Fall '89),
and West Side Story (Winter '91).
This fall's production of The
Pirates of Penzance promises to be
one of our biggest shows yet,
following on the heels of the
successes of West Side and Gilbert
and Sullivan's other popular musical
The Mikado.
In Pirates, the young hero Frederic
is released from his obligations as an
indentured servant to a band of not-
so
-vicious pirates. Upon his 21st
I_Arthday, he reveals that be will be
taking leave of them and devoting his
life to their extermination, seeing
them as a waste of human life.
As is typical of most Gilbert and
Sullivan shows, the hero thereafter
falls in love with a flawless maiden,
their love flourishes, a "most
ingenious paradox" prevents them
from being together, and more
bizarre twists of fate and revealed
secrets provide a happy and hysterical
resolution for all.
So if you're looking to perform in
a classic Gilbert and Sullivan
"melodramatic opera." be part of a
"rollicking band" of pirates or a "bevy
of beautiful maidens," work as part of
a production staff, or just have a
plethora of fun with a dynamic and
ambitious group of your new Holy
Cross peers, give A.C.T. a try.
The show's production dates are
November 22nd through the 25th.
Auditions require no previous
theatrical, vocal, or technical
background, only motivation and
enthusiasm. Audition material will be
provided and are all on reserve in the
Fenwick Music Library at the front
desk.
If you plan to audition, bring your
confidence and a friend. If you'd like
to join the technical staff, drop Rob
Duncan a note to P.O. Box 781 or
meet the A.C.T. Executive Board at
the Extracurricular Extravaganza on
-Thursday, September 12.
SHELL MINI-MARKET
Southbrige Street (across from the
Auburn Mall)
Don't miss the Jujy Fruits and
Circus Peanuts - always winners. An
impressive collection of beverages
and car air-fresheners... this reporter
suggests the root beer choice in
both categories. Skip the stale
Charleston Chew scam: 3 for $l.
The service is quite entertaining...
see Singh do his magic quarter act!
LEGAL SEAFOODS
One Exchange Place, Wonder Town
(i.e., Worcester)
"Things that make you go
mmmmmmmm...." A little pricey,
but definitely worth it.
* * * *
NANCY CHANG'S
45 Sterling, in nearby West Boylston
A Chinese restaurant in a class of
its own... glass, brass, and a baby
grand... worth the drive!
* * *
ANGELA'S
257 Park Ave., Wig-Warn Town (i.e.,
Worcester)
Friendly, happy staff make for a
good time, not to mention some
good eats. The fried dough is a
tasty lead sinker. At last try, the
Tortellini Fetticini was definitely an
A-ticket However, a knowledgeable
waitress told this diner that the
calzones were no good. Nice and
cheap.
* * *
AL & HARRY'S
912 Main Street, Wooville
Worcester)
"First-rate," say second-hand sources.
Those who have dined there say it's
good, solid food served in a
yuppified, NY deli-style atmosphere.
Moderate with handsome portions
and a handsome staff.
*** (Their word, not ours)
BAXTER'S SEAFOOD OYSTER
BAR & GRILL
24 Southbridge St. in a town called
Woo
Owned by Meredith before she med
David Birney... Bar and grill are
equally enjoyable. Good stuff - I'd
go back.
Slightly pricey, so bring the folks for
Parents Weekend.
*
ANNA PURNA
Corner of Southbridge and
Cambridge, The Mecca of Woo
Never had the pleasure of dining
here. I was intimidated by the
hoodlums living above the
restaurant. A girl named Abbie
reports that it is pretty "gross" and
the flavors are rather
indistinguishable. If you enjoy Indian
fare or are a little daring you may
even skip this joint.
*
BOOMER'S DELI
Highland St. (near the Acapulco),
Worcester, a.k.a. Gotham City
A lot of food for a little money.
They'll give you a sandwich that
could feed a third-world country for
at least a week. Boomer is the
second coming.
* * * *
ACAPULCO
107 Highland St., in a little town
called Worcester
Mexican cuisine that can bring tears
to your eyes. A great sized entree
for under $5... you can't be mad
about that. The burritos are great
and the refried beans have done it
again. Slightly gaseous, but always
good for a laugh.
* * *
Culturally aware in Worcester
But how 'bout you culturally
aware namby-pandies out there? You
admirers of art? You fanciers of
sculptures? You romantics and
necromantics of the north? Are there
havens in this sanctuary that we call
Worcester where your tastes for art
can be sated? Does a bear you know
what in the woods?
The Worcester Art Museum
is one of the largest in the New
England area. With some of the finest
pieces in the area, the museum's
collection includes pieces from
Picasso, O'Keefe, Dali, and
Rembrandt Located at 55 Salisbury
Si in downtown Worcester, it is
possible to walk to the museum
without getting a bunion. Admission
with school I.D. is a mere $2.50.
The museum begins its new
season of programs this month.
Thursday, September 12, heralds the
opening of the exhibit, "The Second
Wave: Abstraction of the 1930's and
1940's," a show highlighting this era
and honoring its ingenious artists.
Every Thursday night
features live music, snacks and a cash
bar. From 5:30 to 7:30, enjoy a
relaxing evening saturated and
dripping with culture. For more
information, call 799-4406.
For you maniacal music fans
out there, enjoy the lilting sounds of
classical and contemporary music that
will be found this season at
.w
(Continued on Page 14)
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) The path of happiness seems never-
ending this week. You will meet many people this week...some will
look a lot like you, but realize now that you are not as ugly. Befor
you shake that boy's hand, check his nostril size...you can always tell
a nose-picker. This week, you will meet a boy named John.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Joy and ecstasy loom ahead, but for
someone else. As you buy your books, you realize that the
bookstore is really giving you a bargain, and yes, you will enjoy all
of your purchases. You slip while shaking the hand of a sweaty
Capricorn. Before tripping a little of the light-fantastic this week, be
sure your shoes are tied.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) The positions of the planets this week
make it possible for you to talk to others without spitting. Take
advantage of this situation and meet someone your parents just
might approve of. You really do enjoy waiting on long lines and
the school realizes this and is trying to accommodate you. Romance
beckons tonight, but you are nowhere to be found.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Gee. Your hair smells terrific.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Beauty comes in many forms, but
that gal you met last night wasn't one of them. Be assured that no
more than 50 people saw that pimple on your chin, so your blemish
went virtually unnoticed. You are overwhelmed by the size of your
room, but you are far more overwhelmed by the odor of your
roommate's feet. You will probably never realize just how good
Kimball really is...really.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The stars of happiness shine
brightly on you this week and you don't think life could get any
better...but then you meet a student who looks a lot like your
grandmother and any signs of homesickness fade away. Before,
introducing yourself, think again; chronic halitosis is no laughing
matter. The sweetness of life arouses your hormones and
you...well...you can guess the rest.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) With sunshine on your shoulder and
moonbeams in your hair, you are the cat's pajamas, and don't think
that others haven't caught on. Your sense of humor attracts
admirers who aren't very funny to begin with. You may think that
you turn heads, but in reality, you only turn stomachs.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Your circle of friends grows this week
and this makes you dizzy. A brief romance with an Aquarius makes
you appreciate life more fully but you later regret ever getting that
tattoo. Sure flowers are nice, but wouldn't she really rather the
money?
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) A ray of sunshine hits you in the face
and blinds you, or was it a beverage that you indulged in the other
night? Sure he's good-looking, smart, and funny...but is he really
happy? You decide to gamble with fate, but lose big. It would not
be wise to go double or nothing. A Gemini comes before you to
stand behind you to tell you something she knows nothing about.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) A short trip ends up in a bad fall.
You shudder at the idea that Kimball is better than your mother's
cooking. You meet a man in the hot-dog industry who wants to be
frank with you. But seriously, you will enjoy all of your introductory
courses...no really, you will.
CANCER(June 21-July 22) Romantic whims enchant the evening
skies making the moment perfect for a little pot-holder looming.
My, that is a lovely outfit you're wearing...are you sure mother isn't
still dressing you? You meet a lovely girl who has a fascination
for "Bambi"... especially that whole Thumper/Flower scandal. Howl
could Disney be so disgusting?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) It's too late to say you're sorry...how shoukii
I know? why should I care? Sure he's flakey...but what's a little
dandruff to an important relationship? In "Peanuts," what do you
Think Marcie was really after with all those "Yes sir's" and No
sir's"? Come on...don't be so naive...you're a first year student for
God's sake!
•- Things to do, things to see...
Now that you are stuck in some
foreign city, probably with no car and
not much more money, what are you
going to do with your sorry self? Well,
Worcester and the surrounding towns
have more entertainment venues than
we care to mention in this issue.
However, we will mention some of
the finer points of your new town.
So you're a big bad bowler, winner
of the golden pin award five years
running back in your hometown.
Well don't let your arm get out of
shape on you, buddy-boy, because
only a short walk away from the
campus are two primo alleys. The
Thunderbird Bowl, 38 Southbridge
St., offers ten-pin bowling for a small
price. Only about a mile down from
this fine establishment is Auburn
Ten-Pin Bowl, 101 Southbridge St.
The lanes are clean and the
proprietors guarantee that their
rental shoes are fungus-free!
But what you really want to do is
shop, right Candy-girl? Only a short
drive away, or long walk if you're up
for it, is the Greendale Mall at 7
Neponset.. the cab driver will know
the way. Also located on old
Southbridge St. is the Auburn Mall.
You may also hear about the
Galleria, but no one goes there
anymore... it's too crowded. Actually,
the sad economy of Worcester has hit
the Galleria hard. You may want to
check it out to find out just what is
happening to Worcester.
If you're a fan of the big screen,
you're in luck, because Worcester
boasts some of the biggest in the
northeast. Some of the better ones...
Showcase Cinemas, 4 Southbridge,
799-2737; Lincoln Plaza Cinemas,
Lincoln Plaza, 852-3523; and White
City Cinemas, 50 Boston Tpke., 755-
0999. For some flicks and food, you
might like to try the Elm
Draughthouse Cinema, 35 Elm, 865-
2850.
In the mood for some good
conversation and a good cup of joe?
Try the Coffee Kingdom, 2 Richmond
e. Avenue, just off Pleasant St. Newly
renovated, the Kingdom is a treat
with cheap, outdoor dining, live
entertainment, and a sort of beat-
nick, dead-beat, bohemian
troubadour atmosphere.
WTAX1wi
These places are closeby and
inexpensive. A cab in Worcester is
easy enough to hail. Some of the
more reliable cabs include Arrow
Cab, 756-5184 and Yellow Cab, 754-
3211. The Worcester Transit
Authority is a handy way to get
around and the fare is only .75. For
schedule, call 791-9782. For those
further excursions, try Peter Pan
Lines, 754-4600, or Greyhound, 754-
3247. Both are nearby and
convenient.
Worcester's
culture
(Continued from Page 13)
Mechanics Hall during its
International Artists Series. Coming
October 3 is the presentation of
Mozart's Requiem by the Handel &
Haydn Society. Stay tuned for more
great performances at Mechanics
Hall.
Mechanics Hall is located at
6 Chatham St. For schedule and
ticket information, call 752-4796.
The Higgins Armory
Museum takes you back in time to an
era when men were men and the
women sort of stayed home. On
Tuesday, September 24, the museum
presents "Take It To the Curator," an
event where visitors can bring their
own treasures and have them
appraised.
The museum is open from
Tuesday through Sunday and offers a
chance to take a peak at the gear of
those knights in shining armor. For
more information, call 853-6015. The
Higgins Armory Museum is located at
100 Barber Avenue.
I SiVI (UZI
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Small Classes.
Big Scores.
Guaranteed.
Courses starting
immediately on your campus:
617/277-5280
i'hc PrillCCIO 11
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The Holy Cross Crusader
Good Time Marching Band
presents:
011 "tat
141,
Looking for an organization that stresses performance, friendship, spirit, music opportunities
and camaraderie? Want to work with other students that are dedicated but not too regimented?
Play a band instrument? Play no musical instrument whatsoever, but have an interest? Have
any pets?
The Holy Cross Crusader Good Time Marching Band is looking for you too! To tap into the
pride and tradition of Holy Cross College, come and check out our first meeting/rehearsal and
"BOND WITH THE BAND!" on Wednesday, September 4 from 6-8 pm in Hogan 8-29.
Satisfy your curiosity without pressure to commit yourself, meet some of Holy Cross' most
spirited students, check out the IRELAND prospect... and thank yourself afterward.
First Meeting/ Rehearsal
Wednesday, September 4
6-8 pm Hogan B-29
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TO BOSTON
Beyond the Gate
MAIN STREET, WORCMSTER, MA
To arrive at:
The Auburn Mall:
Proceed down College street. At
light take a left under the bridge.
Follow the signs to 1-290 East. Bear
right at fork onto Southbridge Street.
Proceed on Southbridge street to light.
Take a left at the light. Proceed to next
light and take a right. Enter Auburn
Mall through entrance on left.
The Higgins Armory:
Go down College Street. Take a
right onto 1-290 East. Proceed to Exit
20. Make a left off the ramp onto
Bumcoat Street. Ravel 114 of a mile
down Bumcoat Street. At second set of
lights take a left Proceed 112 mile
down street and the Armory will be on
your left
The Worcester Art Museum:
Travel down College Street and turn
onto 1-290 East. Proceed to exit 17. At
the exit ramp, take a left. At the fourth
light, make a right. Travel through two
more sets of lights. At second light
make a left. Proceed to the next set of
lights and make a left into the
museum.
Spags:
Take 1-290 East to Exit 15
(Shrewsbury Street). Proceed on
Shrewsbury Street. At the third light
take a right onto Route 9 West.
Continue on Route 9 through three sets
of lights. At the fourth light, make a U-
turn onto Route 9 East. Spags will be
on the right.
Mechanics' Hall:
Proceed down College Street and
take a right onto Southbridge Street at
light at bottom of hill and follow the
signs to Worcester Center. At fourth
light, make a left. At the next light
make a right onto Main Street.
Proceed through 6 sets of lights. At
sixth light, Mechanics' Hall will be on
the left.
The Centrum:
At light at the bottom of College
Hill, make a right onto Southbridge
Street following the signs to Worcester
Center. At the fourth light, make a left.
At the next light, make a right onto
Main Street Proceed through six sets
of lights. Take a left at the sixth light
and the Centrum will be a few hundred
yards on the right.
Goretti's:
Make a right at the bottom of
College Hill and follow the signs to
Worcester Center. Goretti's will be on
the right.
Holy Cross:
Work extremely hard and persevere.
Possess intelligence and a desire to
learn. Have the courage to be yourself
and respect the differences of others.
Understand the necessity to grow and
mature. Discuss, debate, correct, read
and write. Make your mere schooling
an education; and, most of all, live
your life for others. Only then will you
tn44, arrive at Holy Cross.
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Announcing Auditions
for
Alternate College Theater's
Fall Production
I AWE
Monday, September 9, 1991
7-10 pm Hogan 514
Performance Dates: November 22- 25
No previous theatrical or vocal training required. Vocal pieces will be provided for
auditions. Audition material is available for viewing on reserve at the fron desk of the
Fenwick Music Library. Production crew positions also available. Please drop a note to
Rob Duncan at P.O. Box 781 stating experience and position of interest. Also include
P.O. number, phone number, and school address.
For more information call 757-6286
Please call for alternate time if unable to attend on this date.
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Teamless,
but still
- a player
By KURT SANGER,
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
A few minutes after breakfast a
steady stream of fifteen or twenty kids
rushed to the center of Walnut
Avenue to play. No one came out at
any exact hour, they filed onto the
street in different orders each day,
but it always seemed like there was
one kid who was out there first all the
time. He threw a tennis ball against a
red brick stoop that returned the ball
to him until someone else showed up.
It was summer time, when we had
no other obligations than to ourselves
at age seven and eight and nine, when
we didn't know a way to enjoy
ourselves without a round ball and
other kids to play with. Sometimes
we carried sandwiches to the streets
even though we played in front of our
houses just so we wouldn't have to
stop for lunch. We were professional
athletes as children, living our lives
only to play.
The best player usually was the
best at every game we played, be it
kickball, wiffleball, stickball, football.
As we moved from sport to sport the
ranks on the pick list were always the
same. No one had a particular
expertise at one game, each was
equally good or bad at all.
I was always picked third unless I
was captain. Every few weeks, when
one particular father decided his
family should go to the beach, or if
another decided to take his family to
11:00 A.M. mass instead of 7:00 P.M.,
or if my best friend was captain, I
would get the honor of being the first
pick. It never mattered that much, as
long as we won... and not even that...
as long as we played.
As we got older and graduated to
higher, more organized levels of
competition, the fun seemed to
change. Little League and High
School ball were just as fun, but the
fun ‘A,:iS more serious. We were
conct &d with getting our stirrups
stra4 and having the sunglasses
that ,ed up and down and playing
in t1 :)thes the pros wore. We
wan' , look like professionals.
we left the Junior Varsity
for /arsity teams some of my
frie ,uld no longer play. Their
talc d not reach the level they
had n to. Even more than that,
the cr of different sports we
Pla:‘ ink. We could no longer
excel at three or four sports at a time.
I went from three my first year of high
school to two the second year, down
to only baseball my senior.
The payoff was a lot different. For
the first time there were crowds
watching us play when before the only
ones watching were nervous mothers
fearing a car speeding down Walnut
Avenue. Newspapers and a rare
television station were actually
interested in what we did. Our teams
were ranked and evaluated by
journalists who did the same for the
pro teams. We became the stars of
the school and the city, when before
we were happy just to be picked
ahead of the next guy.
The thrill of winning grew too, I
guess because we put so much time
into preparing, practicing, working to
win. The high we got simply from
playing when we were young was
replaced by the thrill of impressing
our parents, our girlfriends, our
schoolmates, and ourselves most of
all, thrilled we could compete on this
level.
And then I got to Holy Cross.
For the first time I could
remember I was without a team. I
never felt homesick as much as I felt
teamsick. I had seen so many of the
kids that got picked tenth and
eleventh on the streets stop playing, I
never believed it could happen to a
sometimes number-one. So much of
my identity was formed through
playing ball, through being a jock, and
suddenly it was no longer there for
me to be.
It was a long time before I realized
it could never be the same. I could
not even reach the level I had
achieved at age seven, I couldn't live
to play. Even more difficult to deal
with, I could not play to impress.
It was not until the end of my
sophomore year that I began to feel a
thrill from playing again. It was from
the pleasure of just being able to play
despite all the responsibilities of
being older. Even while juggling the
pressures of becoming an adult there
is still a part of me, a large part, that
was and is the Walnut Avenue star.
There is still the feeling of athletic
withdrawal, knowing that the games
will never be as important or as
frequent. But there is still a thrill.
For those who find themselves
without a team, remember this.
This Week in Sports
WOMEN'S TENNIS:
Sept 7, COLGATE, 11:00.
Sept 8, BUCKNELL, 11:00.
WOMEN'S SOCCER:
Sept 8, UNIV. OF MARY.-
BALTIMORE, 4:00.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL:
Sept 6-7, at Hartford
Tournament.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY:
Sept 9, BENTLEY, 4:00.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:
Sept 7, at Central Ct. with
URI and BU.
Join Bill Simmons, Jon Horgan,
and Nick-Aieta for every Holy
Cross football game of the 1991
season (except that Nov. 16 game
in Ireland against Fordham; that
will be on television. Anyway...):
Sept. 14, at UMass 1:15.
Sept. 21, at Boston U. --- 6:45.
Sept. 28, PENNSYLVANIA
(Homecoming) --- 12:45.
Oct. 5, at Harvard --- 12:45.
Oct. 12, at Dartmouth, 1:15.
Oct. 19, BROWN
(Parents Weekend) ---
12:45.
Oct. 26, at Lehigh --- 12:45.
Nov. 9, at Bucknell --- 12:45.
Nov. 23, at Colgate --- 12:45.
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FALL ATHLETE TO WATCH:
Senior quarterback Tom Ciaccio
has received an inordinate amount of
pre-season publicity, including a
cover appearance on The Sporting
News' Pre-Season College Football
issue. Ciaccio must have another
brilliant season for Holy Cross to
capture their third straight Patriot
League title.
Get the
new BayBank
Student Value
Pac et.
Introducing the account that gives you extra credit.
BayBank delivers the best account on campus: The new Student
Value Package! Save time and money with—
II The BayBank Student Value Checking Account with no
minimum balance requirement and a free companion Savings Account.
• The BayBank Card for cash 24 hours a day. Make as many
withdrawals as you like at over 750 BayBank X-Press 24® banking
machines—with no added fees.
• BayBank X-Press Check: Use your BayBank Card with
X-Press Check just like a check at stores, restaurants—any place
that welcomes MasterCard!
• Reserve Credit overdraft protection attached to your
checking account.
• A BayBank Visa® or MasterCard.
Get credit you can use for books, a trip
tk4;0 'krhome, or any unexpected expense. k 8,4 r71,
To get the Student Value Package,
all you need is a valid school I.D.
You qualify for X-Press Check, over-
draft protection, and a BayBank
credit card if you're 18 or older and
have no record of bad credit.
So get the account that gives
you more—including the Card that
does it all. Open a Student Value
Package at the nearest BayBank
office today!
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER Equal Opportunity Lender
411C.
.10
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The Crusader Cognomen
On October 6, 1925, the Student
Body of the College of Holy Cross
chose the "Crusader" as a cognomen
for Holy Cross Athletes. The
balloting for the cognomen was
sponsored by the student newspaper
at the time, The Tomahawk. The
decision was virtually unanimous.
"Crusader" was first used at a
banquet in 1884 and was revived in
1925 by Stanley Woodward of The
Boston Herald.
The other two nicknames
considered were the "Chiefs" and the
"Sagamores." "Chiefs" was adopted
for a brief period, however, its limited
appeal led to its replacement.
("Although interwoven with the
Indian lore of Packachoag, it suggests
nothing more than a whooping
savage," according to The
Tomahawk). The adoption of
"Crusader" as a sobriquet has suited
the endeavors of athletes alike for
generations at Holy Cross.
art*
The College Color
The official color of the College of
the Holy Cross is purple, which comes
from the motto "In Hoc Signo Vinces"
on the purple labarum of King
Contantine and from the episcopal
purple of Bishop Fenwick.
Fitton Field
Fitton Field is named for Father
Fitton, who purchased the land for
the Catholic Church in 1840 and
founded the Seminary of Mount
James. In 1842, Father Fitton
deeded the land to Bishop Benedict
Joseph Fenwick who founded the
College of the Holy Cross in 1843.
THE HOLY CROSS ALMA MATER
Oh hear thy voices one in song.
Holy Cross, Oh Holy Cross!
Thy spirits loyal true and strong,
Holy Cross, Oh Holy Cross!
Thy purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the sky.
Thy honored name will never die,
Holy Cross, Oh Holy Cross!
a.
•
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The College Seal
The seal is a heraldic emblem
whose symbols represent the
distinguishing features of the
College of the Holy Cross.
In the outer circle, the College
and the City of Worcester's names
are inscribed in Latin. The initials,
"S.J." (Societas Jesu), indicate that
Holy Cross is a Jesuit college. The
inner shield forms the conventional
background for heraldic symbols: a
gilt edged book (a symbol of
learning) and a cross of gold (a
symbol of faith and its priceless
worth). The cross divides
the lower part of the shield into
four quarters which are alternately
red and sable, the colors on the
shield of Worcester, England.
The upper part of the shield
boldly displays the emblem of the
Society of Jesus, a blazing sun with
the letters IHS, the first three letters
of the Holy Name in Greek. On
either side is a martin, part of the
ancestral crest of Rev. Benedict
Fenwick, second bishop of Boston
and founder of Holy Cross.
The motto, In Hoc Signo Vinces,
(In this signe wilt thou conquer) is
attributed to King Constantine the
Great, a Roman emperor noted for
his tolerance of Christians.
According to historians, King
Constantine had a vision of a
flaming cross carrying this
inscription on the day before his
decisive victory over Maxentius at
the Mulvian Bridge on October 28,
312 A.D. The victory led to his
capturing Rome and convinced him
of the importance of the Christian
faith.
MAMIE REILLY
Oh, Mamie Reilly, goin' far away
Oh Mamie Reilly, won't be back today!
Come kiss your daddy now before we part,
Oh Mamie, Mamie, Mamie Reilly!
Slide Kelly Slide
Casey's at the bat,
Oh Mamie Reilly, where'd you get that hat?
Down in Old Kentucky,
Go Cross go,
Oh Mamie, Mamie, Mamie Retity!
